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(57) ABSTRACT 

A routing system and method are provided Which use a 
composite cost in identifying routes. This alloWs a simple 
Way of identifying the best route taking multiple metrics into 
account for each link simultaneously. The system alloWs for 
the inclusion of pruning constraints, and alloWs for various 
objectives such as bin packing or load balancing to be 
achieved. 
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DESTINATION 
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MULTI-CONSTRAINT ROUTING SYSTEM AND 
METHOD 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to systems and methods of 
identifying routes through a network in accordance With 
multiple constraints. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The problem of identifying routes through a net 
Work subject to a single constraint is Well knoWn. For 
example Shortest path ?rst algorithms by Dijkstra and 
Bellman-Ford are Well knoWn, and both use a single cost, 
single constraint approach. Dijkstra’s method ?nds the 
shortest path betWeen a source and any other node in the 
netWork. 

[0003] The problem of routing While considering multiple 
constraints, While neWer than the single constraint problem, 
has been addressed in a number of Ways. See for eXample 
Kenji Ishida, Kitsutaro Amano, “A delay-constrained least 
cost path routing protocol and the synthesis method”, IEEE 
conference, 1998; Ariel Orda, “Routing With End to End 
QoS guarantees in broadband networks”, IEEE conference, 
1998; H. F. Salama, D. S. Reeves, Y. Viniotis, “A distributed 
algorithm for delay-constrained unicast routing”, IEEE con 
ference, 1997; J. Song, H. K. Pung, L. Jacob, “A multi 
constrained distributed QoS routing algorithm”, IEEE con 
ference, 2000; S. Chen, K. Nahrstedt, “On ?nding multi 
constrained paths”, IEEE conference, 1998; J. Zhou, “A neW 
distributed routing algorithm for supporting delay-sensitive 
applications”, ICCT, 1998. 

[0004] Most of these approaches use the Dijkstra or Bell 
man-Ford algorithms as a base algorithm to ?nd a sub 
optimal path. 

[0005] Typical IGP (Internal GateWay Protocol) routing 
protocols such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) advertise 
a single link metric termed “administrative cost”. The 
default link metric in some cases for this “administrative 
cost” is the inverse of link bandWidth. Other implementa 
tions may use monetary cost, propagation delay etc. 

[0006] IGP-TE (traf?c engineering extension to IGP) adds 
one more metric Which can be advertised Within a netWork. 
In general, the TE-metric is used to carry any arbitrary 
metric for constraint based routing of a set of LSPs (Label 
SWitched paths) needing optimiZation. The current common 
practice is to use the IGP metric as a second TE metric. (see 
for eXample Draft-lefaucheuer-te-metric-igp-01.tXt) 

[0007] Proposals have also been made to eXtend the num 
ber of TE metrics Which are to be advertised up to three. (see 
for eXample Draft-fedyk-isis-ospf-te-metrics-01.tXt). 

[0008] Existing proposals recommend not to strive for 
optimiZation of both the TE metric and the IGP metric 
during path computation for a given LSP. This is knoWn to 
be an NP-complete (non-polynomial complete) problem. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] One broad aspect of the invention provides a 
method of performing multi-constraint routing. The method 
involves determining a composite cost, composite 
cost(link)=f(metric1, . . . , metricN, for each of a plurality of 
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links under consideration in a netWork topology, the com 
posite cost being a function f of a plurality of metrics 
metricl, . . . metricN for each link, Where N>=2; and 
performing routing through the netWork topology from a 
source to a destination based on the composite costs. 

[0010] In some embodiments, the composite cost is deter 
mined according to: 

[0011] 

N 

composite cost(lin_k) : Z ct-(metric?mi) 
[:1 

[0012] Where ci is a constant for the ith metric, and n(i) is 
an exponent for the ith metric. 

[0013] In some embodiments, the composite cost is deter 
mined according to: 

composite 
cost+c*Delay 

[0014] Where metric1=bandWidth, metric2=Admin cost 
and metric3=delay, and Wherein c1=a, c2=b, and c3=c, 
n(1)=—1, n(2)=1 and n(3)=1. 
[0015] In some embodiments for each link, at least one 
netWork node advertises the link’s metrics across the net 
Work such that any node in the netWork may implement the 
multi-constraint routing. 

[0016] In some embodiments, the composite cost 
increases With decreasing available bandWidth such routing 
is performed in a manner Which promotes load balancing. 

[0017] In some embodiments, the routing is performed in 
a manner Which promotes load balancing With demand 
reservation on at least one link. This may involve for 
eXample de?ning a respective demand threshold for at least 
one link representing demand reservation for the at least one 
link. 

cost(link)=a * (1/BandWidth)+b *Admin 

[0018] This may involve for adjusting the costs according 
to: 

if (available bandwidth<demand_threshold) 
cost=composite cost+very large value 

else cost=composite cost 

[0019] Where demand_threshold is a respective demand 
reservation for the link. 

[0020] Typically, the demand_threshold is set to a ?rst 
value for at least one of the links, and is set to a second larger 
value for at least one of the links Whereby bandWidth on the 
at least one of the links having the ?rst value is reserved for 
larger bandWidth requests. 

[0021] In some embodiments, for each of a plurality of 
different traffic types, a respective different composite cost 
equation is used for calculating the composite costs. The 
different traf?c types might for eXample include video, voice 
and data, might include different classes of service/qualities 
of service. 

[0022] In some embodiments, the method further involves 
providing at least one pruning constraint for each link, and 
pruning the netWork topology on the basis of the at least one 
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pruning constraints to remove at least one link from the 
network topology. In this case, performing routing through 
the netWork from a source to a destination based on the 
composite costs is conducted using only the links not pruned 
from the netWork topology. The pruning of the netWork 
topology on the basis of the at least one pruning constraints 
to remove at least one link from the netWork topology is 
performed on an as needed basis to remove one or more 

links from a set of candidate links. Alternatively, pruning the 
netWork topology on the basis of the at least one pruning 
constraints to remove at least one link from the netWork 
topology may be performed on the entire netWork topology 
prior to performing the routing. 

[0023] In some embodiments, at least one constraint is 
used both as a pruning constraint and as a constraint used in 
the composite costs. 

[0024] Another broad aspect of the invention provides a 
routing system adapted to perform multi-constraint routing. 
The routing system has a topology repository adapted to 
store information identifying links, nodes and connections 
of a netWork. There is a multi-constraint router adapted to 
determine a composite cost 

composite cost (link)=f(metric1, . . 

[0025] for each of a plurality of the links in the netWork 
topology, the composite cost being a function f of a plurality 
of metrics metricl, . . . metricN for each link, Where N>=2, 
and to perform routing through the netWork topology from 
a source to a destination based on the composite costs. The 
routing system may be implemented to provide any one or 
more of the above introduced methods. 

. , metricN) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0026] Preferred embodiments of the invention Will noW 
be described With reference to the attached draWings in 
Which: 

[0027] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an eXample system 
Within Which an embodiment of the invention may be 
employed; 
[0028] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the routing system of 
FIG. 1; 

[0029] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart of an eXample method of 
routing by the routing system of FIG. 2; 

[0030] 
[0031] 
[0032] FIG. 6 is an eXample set of metrics for the netWork 
topology of FIG. 5; 

[0033] FIG. 7 is the netWork topology of FIG. 5 With 
composite costs; and 

[0034] FIG. 8 depicts a ?rst hybrid load balancing heu 
ristic. 

FIG. 4 is a table of constraints and constraint types; 

FIG. 5 is an eXample netWork topology; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0035] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an eXample system Within 
Which an embodiment of the invention may be employed. 
The system has a CM (connection management) function 16 
through Which requests for neW connections are received. 
An MPLS (multi-protocol label sWitching) protocol 14 is 
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used to propagate requests to netWork components after a 
potential route has been identi?ed. A CAC (call admission 
control) function 10 controls Whether or not calls are to be 
admitted. An RT (resource tracker) 12 keeps track of 
resources. The CM 16 interacts With a routing system 19 
Which has an MCR (multi-constraint routing) function 18 
Which identi?es routes through a netWork as a function of a 
netWork topology indicated at 20. 

[0036] The process in setting up a connection involves 
?rst a customer 13 sending a service request to a netWork 
management system 11 Which forWards the request to CM 
16 Which translates the request into a meaningful path 
request message With (source, destination, constraints). CM 
16 then requests a path from routing system 19. The MCR 
function 18 Within the routing system 19 calculates an 
optimal path betWeen the source and destination satisfying 
the constraints using a neW algorithm provided by an 
embodiment of the invention. Then, CM 16 requests MPLS 
14 (or other route establishment system) to set up the path. 
MPLS 14 checks for resource availability before sending the 
request on to the neXt hop as indicated by arroW 15. 

[0037] In one embodiment, given a netWork G=<N,E>, 
Where N is the set of nodes and E the set of links, the task 
of the MCR function 18 is to ?nd an optimal path betWeen 
a given source and destination satisfying tWo sets of con 
straints. The ?rst set of constraints is referred to herein as 
pruning constraints, and these constraints are constraints 
Which alloW the elimination of one or more routes from the 
set of possible routes. These are constraints that assist in 
narroWing the search to a reduced candidate path set. 
EXamples of potential pruning constraints include band 
Width, pre-emption, path exclusion, peak information rate, 
and link protection. The second set of constraints is referred 
to herein as cost constraints, and these are used in consid 
ering routes left over after application of the pruning con 
straints. These constraints are used in calculation of cost for 
every path in the reduced candidate set. EXamples of poten 
tial cost constraints include administrative cost, bandWidth, 
and delay. Not every implementation necessarily Will 
include pruning constraints, but all implementations Will 
include cost constraints. Some constraints may be used both 
as pruning and cost constraints. 

[0038] An eXample set of constraints is shoWn in the table 
of FIG. 4 Where eleven different eXample constraints are 
given. BandWidth per CoS (class of service) may be 
employed as a pruning or cost constraint. The pre-emption 
state of a link (indicating Whether it is pre-emptable or not) 
may be used as a pruning constraint. Path exclusion (indi 
cating that a particular path should not be used, eg main 
tenance) is a pruning constraint. The source-destination 
?Xed delay is a cost constraint. L1 logical link protection and 
L2 logical link protection are pruning constraints as are the 
PIR, group path bandWidth, and path diversity. Best effort 
load balancing and administrative cost are both cost con 
straints. It is to be understood that this is a non-limiting set 
of eXample constraints. Some or all and/or completely 
different constraints than these eXample constraints may be 
employed in an actual implementation. In some applications, 
it may be useful to classify the constraints differently than as 
outlined above. 

[0039] A more detailed block diagram of the routing 
system 19 is shoWn in FIG. 2. The routing system 19 has a 
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MCR control layer 30 Which co-ordinates the receipt and 
response to requests from the connection management func 
tion 16. Apruning ?lter 32 performs pruning on the netWork 
topology 20 to produce a modi?ed netWork topology 34. 
Cost function 38 performs a cost calculation on the modi?ed 
netWork topology 34 and identi?es a minimum cost path. 

[0040] The function of the routing system in identifying a 
route from a source node to a destination node Will be 
described in further detail With reference to the ?oWchart of 
FIG. 3. In identifying the route, tWo different lists are 
maintained on an ongoing basis. The ?rst such list is referred 
to as the link_list, and is the list of links directly connected 
to a current node (the node for Which a next link in the route 
is to be identi?ed). The second such list is referred to as the 
candidate_list, and is the list of all possible routes/partial 
routes identi?ed thus far. These lists are clari?ed beloW. 

[0041] In step 3-1, the algorithm starts at each current 
node With the creation of a link_list consisting of all links 
connecting to the current node. Initially, the current node is 
the source node, and the initial link_list Will be all links 
connecting directly to the source node. Also, initially, the 
candidate_list Will be empty. It is noted the Whole algorithm 
is typically run by the same node, and the nodes referred to 
are logical nodes in the netWork topology. 

[0042] In step 3-2, all links in the link_list that do not 
satisfy the pruning constraints are pruned, i.e. removed from 
the link_list. 

[0043] In step 3-3, the candidate_list is updated as a 
function of the pruned link_list. For the ?rst iteration, the 
candidate_list is set to equal the link_list of links leaving the 
source node. For subsequent iterations, the candidate_list is 
updated by adding to the candidate_list routes Which make 
use of a previous route in the candidate_list plus a link in the 
pruned link_list. 
[0044] In step 3-4, for all routes neWly added to the 
candidate_list, a cost is calculated based on the cost con 
straints. This involves ?rst calculating the cost for each link 
in the pruned link_list. Then, the cost for a particular route 
Which makes use of a previous route in the candidate_list 
and a particular link from the pruned link_list is calculated 
by adding the cost of the previous route to the cost of the link 
from the pruned link_list. 

[0045] Finally, in step 3-5, the route that has the least cost 
as determined by the cost constraints is selected for the 
current iteration. The next “current node” is the node ter 
minating the selected route. When a particular route is 
selected, the previous route in the candidate_list Which Was 
used to build the particular route is removed from the 
candidate list. All other routes remain in the candidate list. 

[0046] These steps are repeated until the destination is 
reached. 

[0047] In another embodiment, the pruning of the entire 
netWork topology is done at the very beginning, and then a 
standard routing protocol run on the remaining topology. 

[0048] Another broad aspect of the invention provides a 
cost function for use in performing routing functions. In one 
embodiment, the cost function is employed in conjunction 
With the above described system With tWo constraint types. 
More generally, the approach can be used in any routing 
system. AneW composite cost function having the folloWing 
format is employed: 

Cost(link)=f(metric1, metricz, . . . , metricN) 
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[0049] Where is a multi-variable function, and metricl, 
. . . , metricN are metrics advertised for each link. In all cases 

N>=2, and in a preferred embodiment, N=3. 

[0050] In a speci?c example, the composite cost function 
has the folloWing format: 

N 

Cost(link) : Z ct-(melrictdmi) 
[:1 

[0051] Where ci is a scaling constant for the ith metric, and 
n(i) is an exponent. In a particular example of this format, 
consider the case Where the three metrics are bandWidth, 
administrative cost and delay. A very speci?c preferred 
format of the composite cost is: 

Cost(link)=a *(1/BandWidth)+b *Admin cost+c*Delay 

[0052] Where a, b, c are constants that can be engineered 
depending upon goals de?ned for the routing system. In this 
equation, bandWidth is the available bandWidth, and a is the 
bandWidth coef?cient. Admin cost is the administrative cost 
provided by administrator, and b is the administrative cost 
coef?cient. Delay is the delay introduced by the link and c 
is the delay coef?cient. In this case, metric1=bandWidth, 
metric2=Admin cost and metric3=delay, and Wherein c1=a, 
c2=b, and c3=c, n(1)=—1, n(2)=1 and n(3)=1. 

[0053] It should be noted that this composite cost function 
approach is not an attempt to optimiZe multiple link metrics 
simultaneously, Which can be degenerated to an NP-com 
plete problem. Rather, it is an approach to take multiple link 
metrics into consideration in a ?exible manner. 

[0054] An example netWork topology to Which the MCR 
function may be applied is shoWn in FIG. 5. FIG. 5 shoWs 
a topology consisting of eight nodes labeled A, B, C, D, E, 
F, G and H, and having tWelve links AB, AD, AE, BC, BE, 
CF, CD, DG, EF, EH, GF, FH. This netWork topology Will 
be used in example applications described beloW. It is 
assumed that link AE is a layer 2 logical link Which Would 
actually pass through node B. 

[0055] An example set of metrics associated With the 
various links of FIG. 5 is presented in the table in FIG. 6. 
There is a set of parameters for each link, and in the event 
a given link has a protection path, there is a set of parameters 
for the protection path. In the illustrated example, it is 
assumed that links CD and AD have both Working and 
protection paths. Each link has an available bandWidth ?eld 
Which indicates an available bandWidth metric for the link. 
This needs to be updated each time a neW route is provi 
sioned on a given link. Each link has a maximum bandWidth 
?eld indicating the maximum total bandWidth supported by 
the link. Each link also has an administrative cost metric and 
a delay metric. The available bandWidth, admin cost, and 
delay are preferably advertised netWork Wide by Whatever 
node in the system has ?rst hand knoWledge. For embodi 
ments in Which pruning is to be performed on the basis of the 
type of protection available for links, the table Would include 
for each link an LlLL ?eld When appropriate indicating for 
layer 1 links the type of protection for the link if any. Each 
link Would also have an L2LL ?eld When appropriate 
indicating for layer 2 logical links the type of protection for 
the link if any. 
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[0056] For this example, it is assumed that a customer 
wants to set up a link between nodesA and F. The connection 
management function 16 processes the request, and converts 
it into a request which makes sense to the routing system 19. 
In one example, the request is converted into the following 
set of parameters: 

[0057] The minimum set of parameters are source, desti 
nation and bandwidth: 

[0058] Source—identi?es the source node for the 
request; 

[0059] Destination—identi?es the destination node 
for the request; 

[0060] Bandwidth—the requested bandwidth for the 
connection. 

[0061] In some implementations, one or more of the 
following may also be included as part of the request: 

[0062] Pre-emptable state—identi?es whether the 
link is pre-emptable—only required in embodiments 
contemplating pruning based on this state. For this 
eXample, it is assumed that pruning based on this 
state is not to be employed; 

[0063] Delay—identi?es a maXimum delay tolerable 
for the requested route. Other parameters/constraints 
might also be included. 

[0064] An eXample request might be as follows: 

[0065] (source=A, destination=F, bandwidth=150) 
[0066] These parameters would be passed to the routing 
system 19 which then identi?es the best route through the 
network. For this eXample, the previously introduced cost 
function is used, namely 

Cost=a* (1/Bandwidth)+b*Admin cost+c*Delay 

[0067] and for this eXample, we assume that a=1000, 
b=100, and c=100. 

[0068] Referring to FIG. 7, shown is a version of FIG. 5 
with the composite cost values ?lled in for each link. The 
working and protection paths for links AD and DC are also 
shown. It is noted that the composite costs need not neces 
sarily be all computed at once, but rather in a stepwise 
fashion as required, and as described below. Next, any 
routing algorithm may be employed using the composite 
costs as a single cost per link. 

[0069] The composite cost approach which employs the 
inverse of the available bandwidth will result in load bal 
ancing occurring across available links, at least to a certain 
degree depending upon the impact of the other metrics on 
the composite cost. Load balancing means that the occu 
pancy of the various links will increase in a somewhat 
balanced way. 

[0070] In another embodiment of the invention, a different 
cost function is employed for different connection requests. 
The particular cost function may for eXample be selected as 
a function of traffic type for the connection. For eXample, the 
traf?c types might include voice, video, and data, and three 
different cost functions may be employed for these different 
traf?c types. By way of a very speci?c eXample, for the three 
metric eXample given above, this can be summariZed as 
follows: 
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a = bandwidth b = admin c = delay 

Tra?ic Type coef?cient coef?cient coef?cient 

Video a1 b1 c1 
Voice a2 b2 c2 
Data a3 b3 c3 

[0071] Then, if a request comes in for a video connection, 
the costs are computed using a1, b1 and c1. If a request 
comes in for a voice connection, the costs are computed 
using a2, b2 and c3. Finally, if a cost comes in for a data 
connection, the costs are computed using a3, b3 and c3. 

[0072] More generally, a different cost equation may be 
used for different connection request types. This could be 
based on class of service/quality of service, or some other 
type of characteristics. 

[0073] In another embodiment of the invention, the com 
posite costs can be manipulated in such a way as to promote 
load balancing with demand reservation. Bin packing 
involves preferentially reserving a portion of bandwidth on 
certain links until a suf?ciently large bandwidth request is 
received, thereby ensuring that the large bandwidth request 
can in fact be serviced. Consider a simple eXample in which 
two possible links each have a maXimum bandwidth of 100. 
If load balancing is employed until such time that the two 
links have an occupancy of 85 and 90 respectively, a new 
request for 20 will not be serviceable on either link. To 
decrease call blocking probabilities, bin packing routes all 
traffic to one link until full then moves on to neXt link but 
this introduces congestion on particular links and does not 
follow the load balancing approach. 

[0074] In this embodiment, the links are load balanced up 
to certain points. Demand reservation is employed to reserve 
some capacity for larger bandwidth connections. For this 
eXample, in order for load balancing to occur, there must be 
an available bandwidth term in the composite cost, and the 
composite cost must increase with decreasing available 
bandwidth such as is the case when a term a (l/available 
bandwidth) is included. An eXample of load balancing with 
demand reservation will be described with reference to FIG. 
8. Shown is the bandwidth occupancy of two alternative 
links, link1 and link2. A demand threshold DT is indicated 
for the two links. In the eXample, the DT for link1 is 30 and 
the DT for link2 is 10, the demand threshold being a measure 
in per cent of a speci?ed fraction of the maXimum band 
width, normaliZed to 100. Load balancing is employed up to 
and including when a connection is made which results in a 
watermark being exceeded by one or more of the links. Load 
balancing means the normal composite costs introduced 
earlier are used in performing the routing function. At that 
point, a new conditional composite cost is calculated as 
follows for links which are to have reserved bandwidth: 

if (available bandwidth§DT=demand threshold) 

cost=composite cost+MAXCOST 

else cost=composite cost 

[0075] MAXCOST is just a large number which will 
prevent the link from being selected. If two links both have 
this MAXCOST then they will cancel each other out and 
load balancing will prevail. Thus, in the simple two link 
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example, after the Watermark is passed, one of the links is 
selected to have reserved bandwidth for higher bandwidth 
requests. In the illustrated example, the demand threshold 
for link1 has been crossed and there is an available band 
Width of 27. The demand threshold for link2 has not been 
crossed and there is an available bandWidth of 15 . NoW, if 
a requested bandWidth of 25 is received, there is room for 
this on link1 because of the demand reservation made for 
that link. When both demand thresholds are crossed, the 
method reverts to load balancing again. 

[0076] Numerous modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above teach 
ings. It is therefore to be understood that Within the scope of 
the appended claims, the invention may be practiced other 
Wise than as speci?cally described herein. 

We claim: 
1. A method of performing multi-constraint routing com 

prising: 
determining a composite cost: 

composite cost(link)=f(metric1, . . . , metricN) 

for each of a plurality of links under consideration in a 
netWork topology, the composite cost being a function 
f of a plurality of metrics metricl, . . . metricN for each 

link, Where N>=2; 

performing routing through the netWork topology from a 
source to a destination based on the composite costs. 

2. Amethod according to claim 1 Wherein the composite 
cost is determined according to: 

N 

composite cost(link) : Z Ci(mel7'l-Ci)n(i) 
[:1 

Where ci is a constant for the ith metric, and n(i) is an 
eXponent for the ith metric. 

3. A method according to claim 2 Wherein the composite 
cost is determined according to: 

composite 
cost+c*Delay 

cost(link)=a* (1/BandWidth)+b*Admin 

Where metric1=bandWidth, metric2=Admin cost and met 
ric3=delay, and Wherein c1=a, c2=b, and c3=c, n(1)=—1, 
n(2)=1 and n(3)=1. 

4. A method according to claim 1 further comprising: 

for each link, at least one netWork node advertising the 
links metrics across the netWork such that any node in 
the netWork may implement the multi-constraint rout 
ing. 

5. A method according to claim 1 further Wherein: 

the composite cost increases With decreasing available 
bandWidth such routing is performed in a manner 
Which promotes load balancing. 

6. A method according to claim 5 further comprising: 

performing the routing in a manner Which promotes load 
balancing With demand reservation on at least one link. 

7. A method according to claim 6 further comprising: 

de?ning a respective demand threshold for at least one 
link representing demand reservation for the at least 
one link. 
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8. A method according to claim 7 further comprising: 

computing a cost for each said at least one link as folloWs: 

if (available bandwidth<demand_threshold) 
cost=composite cost+very large value 

else cost=composite cost 

Where demand_threshold is a respective demand reserva 
tion for the link. 

9. A method according to claim 8 Wherein the demand 
_threshold is set to a ?rst value for at least one of the links, 
and is set to a second larger value for at least one of the links 
Whereby bandWidth on the at least one of the links having 
the ?rst value is reserved for larger bandWidth requests. 

10. A method according to claim 1 further comprising: 

for each of a plurality of different traf?c types, using a 
respective different composite cost equation for calcu 
lating the composite costs. 

11. A method according to claim 10 Wherein the different 
traffic types include video, voice and data. 

12. A method according to claim 10 Wherein the different 
traffic types include different classes of service/qualities of 
service. 

13. A method according to claim 1 further comprising: 

providing at least one pruning constraint for each link; 

pruning the netWork topology on the basis of the at least 
one pruning constraints to remove at least one link from 
the netWork topology; 

Wherein performing routing through the netWork from a 
source to a destination based on the composite costs is 
conducted using only the links not pruned from the 
netWork topology. 

14. A method according to claim 13 Wherein: 

pruning the netWork topology on the basis of the at least 
one pruning constraints to remove at least one link from 
the netWork topology is performed on an as needed 
basis to remove one or more links from a set of 

candidate links. 
15. A method according to claim 13 Wherein: 

pruning the netWork topology on the basis of the at least 
one pruning constraints to remove at least one link from 
the netWork topology is performed on the entire net 
Work topology prior to performing the routing. 

16. A method according to claim 14 Wherein at least one 
constraint is used both as a pruning constraint and as a 
constraint used in the composite costs. 

17. A routing system adapted to perform multi-constraint 
routing, the system comprising: 

a topology repository adapted to store information iden 
tifying links, nodes and connections of a netWork 

a multi-constraint router adapted to determine a compos 
ite cost: 

composite cost (link)=f(metric1, . . . , metricN) 

for each of a plurality of the links in the netWork 
topology, the composite cost being a function f of a 
plurality of metrics metricl, . . . metricN for each link, 
Where N>=2, and to perform routing through the net 
Work topology from a source to a destination based on 
the composite costs. 
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18. A routing system according to claim 17 wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to determine the compos 
ite cost is determined according to: 

N 

composite cost(link) : Z Ci(mel7'l-Ci)n(i) 
[:1 

Where ci is a constant for the ith metric, and n(i) is an 
exponent for the ith metric. 

19. A routing system according to claim 18 Wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to determine the compos 
ite cost is determined according to: 

composite 
cost+c*Delay 

cost(link)=a* (1/BandWidth)+b*Admin 

metric1=bandWidth, metric2=Admin cost and metric3= 
delay, and Wherein c1=a, c2=b and c3=c, n(1)=—1, 
n(2)=1 and n(3)=1. 

20. A routing system according to claim 17 further com 
prising: 

an input for receiving on an ongoing basis for each link, 
updated values for the metrics for the link. 

21. A routing system according to claim 17 Wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to perform the routing in 
a manner Which promotes load balancing. 

22. A routing system according to claim 21 Wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to perform the routing in 
a manner Which promotes load balancing With demand 
reservation. 
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23. A routing system according to claim 22 Wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to allocate at least one link 
to contain bandWidth reserved for higher bandWidth 
requests. 

24. A routing system according to claim 23 Wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to compute the cost for 
each said at least one link as folloWs: 

if (available bandwidth<demand_threshold) 
cost=composite cost+very large value 
else cost=composite cost 

Where demand_threshold is respective demand reserva 
tion for the link. 

25. A routing system according to claim 17 Wherein the 
multi-constraint router is adapted to, for each of a plurality 
of different traf?c types, use a respective different composite 
cost equation for calculating the composite costs. 

26. A routing system according to claim 17 further com 
prising: 

a pruning ?lter adapted to implement at least one pruning 
constraint by pruning the netWork topology on the basis 
of the at least one pruning constraint to remove at least 
one link from the netWork topology; 

Wherein the multi-constraint router performs routing 
through the netWork from a source to a destination 
based on the composite costs is conducted using only 
the links not pruned from the netWork topology. 

27. A routing system according to claim 26 adapted to 
prune and compute costs only for links belonging to routes 
in a candidate list. 


